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NEWAustin Maxi - Tara 
Green Metallic
                          SCALE     PRICE
76MX001  1:76 £5.95

Austin Maxi - Tara Green Metallic
New tooling in the 1:76 scale series of classic British cars

brings the Austin Maxi, manufactured by Austin and then

British Leyland between 1969 and 1981.  It was described

as a medium sized family car with a five door hatchback

configuration and was fitted with a five-speed gearbox.

The Austin Maxi was the last car designed by Sir Alec

Issigonis and was assembled at the Cowley Works,

Oxford.  An unusual feature was the back seat which

folded back as well as forward.  The front seats also

reclined sufficiently far to enable occupants to sleep in

the car!  

For its Oxford Diecast launch, we see it in a bright

metallic green with black interior, registered NUY 209T

from 1978/79.  As you can see from the nomenclature 

on the back, it is modelled as the Maxi 1750 HLS which 

in real-life sported a twin-carburettor offering good

standards of performance for its day, including a top

speed of 97 mph.  Silver trim to the door handles, 

wheels, bumpers, window surrounds and along the waist

of the car also extends to the radiator grille.  A final 

detail is the Maxi 1750 badge embedded into the centre

of the radiator.   
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1:76 SCALE
VW T5 California Camper - Metallic Night Blue
Our newly tooled VW T5, which in real life

superseded the T4, promises to be as versatile

as its predecessor in the uses to which it

can be put. VW launched the T5 in 2003

and it lasted right up until 2015.

Collectors have already been

treated to the VW T5 van

version which was recently

unveiled in RAC livery.  

To launch the brand new

1:76 scale T5 California

Camper Van, it appears in a

striking dark blue colour

scheme with pale grey interior,

registered DK13 YKG.  It features a wealth of

windows with surrounds masked black, ensuring a

panoramic view of the passing scenery for its enthusiastic

occupants.  Other trim is finished in chrome/silver.  

Our camper also retains the characteristic sliding

nearside door (non-opening) for its camping passengers,

revealing a roomy interior for campers, pets and baggage.   

With sunshine on the horizon, let’s go!

VW Beetle Pink - UK Registration
We last saw this same model in Hong Kong in the last

issue of The Globe!  Now it is back home again in

the UK, sporting a British number plate GYM

367C from 1965.  It is still as pretty as ever

with its candy pink paintwork, black running

boards, pale pink sunroof and cream interior.  

Ford Galaxy - Black
Of his introductory Ford motor, the company’s

founder Henry Ford exclaimed that you

could have any colour you liked as long

as it was black!  Well, a century on

and our latest Ford Galaxy

release is equally dramatic

in its livery, with black

body and exterior

trim.  Even the roof

window panel sports

a black tinted effect.

Note the upmarket

Ghia spec, highlighted in

silver across the back of the car.  A little splash of

colour comes with the blue Ford badge on the bonnet.

Our model is registered LO58 NNF from 2008.  

The Ford Galaxy was launched in 1995.  Our model is

based on the second generation version with its

distinctive trapezoidal grille, large wheel arches and

angular headlights.  Now in third generation phase, it still

proves a versatile family car with up to seven seats. 

NEWVW T5 California Camper -
Metallic Night Blue
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76T5C001      1:76 £5.95

NEWVW Beetle Pink - UK Registration
                                          SCALE       PRICE
76VWB011UK       1:76   £5.45

NEWFord Galaxy - Black
                             SCALE       PRICE
76FG004     1:76   £5.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Triumph TR6 - Emerald Green
Only the third release on the new Triumph TR6, after a

bright red version, then a summery yellow, now we 

have a superb emerald green model with tan

dashboard, door cappings and steering wheel

against an otherwise black interior.  The

gleaming body colour is then set against 

the silver external fittings including the

bumpers, door handles, wipers and wheels.

Notice the red boss in the centre of the wheels too.

The TR6 was made in Coventry at the Triumph Motor

Company works between 1968 and 1976.  Our model is

registered UJW 918L from 1972-73.  The TR6 was classed

as a roadster with a 2.5 litre straight 6 engine, 4-speed

manual gearbox and optional overdrive.  You will see from

the lettering across the back of our model that it features

Overdrive!  In real life, the TR6 was so popular that the

majority of the 92,000 made during its production period

were for the export market. 

Rover P6 - Corsica Blue
Lovely car, lovely colour scheme!  Registered RPC 373L

from 1972/73, the latest livery on the 1:76 scale

Oxford model is an eye-catching royal blue

with masked black roof.  The interior is

also black.  Exterior trim is extensively

silver except for the black radiator 

and the finely detailed vertical black 

bars on the otherwise chrome bumpers.

The P6, an executive class 4-door saloon, 

was introduced in 1963, and was voted European 

Car of the Year in 1964.  It came with a four-speed

manual gearbox or with a 3-speed automatic transmission

on the higher power variants.  It was considered ahead of

its time in some respects, with unique safety and design

features, one being that it carried the battery in the boot!

The last Rover P6 rolled off the production line in March

1977, succeeded by the Rover SD1.

Land Rover Freelander - London Underground
A pretty high-vis livery for the 1:76 scale Land Rover

Freelander this time, in which it is deployed as an

Emergency Incident Vehicle for the London

Underground.  Painted a brilliant white, 

the emergency graphics are printed in

bright red and blue with yellow and red

hazard markings across the back.

Registered VK12 GPU from the first half

of 2012, additional identification 7429LR

is finely printed blue on the window pillars

to the sides of the windscreen.  The London

Underground roundel appears on the bonnet

and also alongside the London Underground Emergency

Incident Vehicle lettering on the driver and front

passenger doors.  A red chequered effect runs the length

of the Freelander sides above the red and blue masked

skirt.  The interior is finished in beige. 

This model would look at home on either your modern

London railway layout or as part of your emergency

vehicle line-up.  

NEWTriumph TR6 - Emerald Green
                                 SCALE        PRICE
76TR6003      1:76    £5.75

NEWRover P6 - Corsica Blue
                             SCALE       PRICE
76RP006     1:76   £5.75

NEWLand Rover Freelander -
London Underground
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76FRE005       1:76 £5.95
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1:76 SCALE

Ford Transit Connect - London Underground
London Transport seem to favour the modern and very

roomy Ford Connect van - we’ve already modelled their

Tube Lines version in 1:76 scale.  Here is another bright

livery to partner it in the colour scheme as used by the

London Underground, registered LS58 XDV.  On this

model, the London Transport roundel is a bit more

prominent, featuring on both side panels, across the lower

part of the rear offside door and across the bonnet.  

The white colour scheme is enhanced with red and blue

masking while the interior of the van is black.  A couple 

of details worth noting in Oxford’s attention to detail -

the fleet number 6683F is printed  under the quarter

lights on both doors; and the offside rear door carries 

the warning ‘This vehicle is fitted with a security device’.

Ford Transit Connect - RAF Police Dog Unit
The Ford Transit Connect, a preferred lightweight utility

van is much in demand by organisations of all kinds.  

Here we see it as deployed by the RAF Police Dog Unit,

decorated in white with the contemporary blue and

yellow Police masking and yellow/red chevron warning

paintwork across the rear doors.  Registered with a

civilian number plate FN06 LWF, reference to the Royal

Air Force is a colourful crest on the doors with the

wording Royal Air Force Fiat Justitia - in other words let

justice be done.  No messing with the four legged

occupants of this van, then!   

NEWFord Transit Connect -
London Underground
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76FTC011       1:76 £5.75

NEWFord Transit Connect - 
RAF Police dog Unit
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76FTC012       1:76 £5.75
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Scammell Mechanical Horse 
Van Trailer - LNER
                              SCALE       PRICE
76MH004     1:76   £8.75

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Ford Transit Dropside - London Underground
Another modern Ford Transit for your London

Underground fleet is the latest dropside variant which

retains the familiar sloping front end and extended cab

area but is designed with an open dropside type back.

The white, royal blue and red London Transport livery is

once again used for this utility vehicle which features a

royal blue rear tipper section on a black chassis with

silver wheels.  The vehicle interior is also black and the

model is registered LL11 LOJ.  As with the other London

Transport Fords reviewed in this issue, each of them

would make a great 00 gauge lineside addition to your

contemporary London railway layout. 

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

BSA Motorcycle and Sidecar - RAC
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76BSA002      1:76   £4.75

NEWFord Transit Dropside -
London Underground
                               SCALE      PRICE
76TPU003     1:76  £13.95
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1:76 SCALE

Land Rover ½ Ton Lightweight - RAF
Land Rover and Military enthusiasts will recall

this model released in exactly the same 

colour scheme in Oxford’s 1:43 scale series.  

Now collectors of 1:76 scale vehicles have 

the chance to add it to your lime-up too.

Decorated in the military olive green

with a yellow flash along the waist of

the body, the wheels are finished in the

same olive green as the body,  It is

registered 43 AJ 84 and comes as the

hard top option with the addition of

two roof beacons.  

Land Rover Series II LWB Canvas Back - 
Southdown Motor Services
Our long wheelbase Series II Land Rover, registered 

13 EUF makes its latest appearance in a support 

role for the famous south coast bus company

Southdown.  It is decorated in a slightly more

muted green colour scheme than the usual

signature green, cream and gold

livery of the company fleet

and the address on the side

indicates it works out of the

Engineering Dept, as L13,

Southdown Motor Services,

5 Steine Street.  The canvas

back is moulded in brown and

the model has a black interior.  

Its job as a towing vehicle is verified by 

the red and white Towing notice on the board above

the split windscreen.  Place this strong little workhorse

alongside your Southdown fleet in its Brighton Depot of the day!

Willys MB - RAF 83 Grp. 2nd Tactical AF -
1944/5
This great little American Willys ¼ ton 4 x 4

army truck was only produced between 1941

and 1945 but it served in a light cross-

country reconnaissance role and was used by

various Allied Forces.  Here it is as used by

the RAF, whose distinctive roundel is printed

on the bonnet.  Decorated in military olive

green with white military lettering, the

interior is a slightly lighter drab green than

the bodywork.  Note too, the customary left

hand drive feature and the spare wheel on

the back.

NEWLand Rover ½ Ton
Lightweight - RAF
                           SCALE     PRICE
76LRL005   1:76 £5.95

NEWWillys MB - RAF 83 Grp.
2nd Tactical AF -1944/5
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76WMB004    1:76 £5.95

NEWLand Rover Series II LWB Canvas
Back - Southdown Motor Services
                                                  SCALE     PRICE
76LAN2018               1:76 £5.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Living Wagon - Pickfords
The Pickfords name is synonymous

with removals and storage and the

history of this UK company is thought 

to go back as far as the 17th Century.

Their corporate dark blue and white

colour scheme has proved a favourite

for diecast collectors over the years and

this living wagon, only the second release

on Oxford’s 1:76 scale model, will

provide an interesting addition to any

Pickford’s fleet. The bright red wheels

and chassis are in sharp contrast to the

rich midnight blue body with its white

Pickfords lettering.  Finishing touches

include a black towhook, a tan ladder

across the back of the wagon, not

to mention the minute detail of a

silver door handle.  

NEWLeyland Royal Tiger -
Alexander Bluebird
                               SCALE      PRICE
76LRT009     1:76  £17.95

NEWLiving Wagon - Pickfords
                             SCALE       PRICE
76LW002    1:76  £11.95

Leyland Royal Tiger - Alexander Bluebird
The distinctive royal blue and cream livery of the

Alexander luxury coach with its superbly coloured

bluebird logo was one of the most attractive of its time.

Here we see it on Oxford’s Leyland Royal Tiger,

registered DWG 527, and heading for Glasgow according

to the destination blind.  The detailed wheels echo the

blue and cream body colour and the coach interior is

moulded in a light tan.  A silver and royal blue line runs

round the waist of the coach, extending round the front

beneath the chrome surround of the windscreen, 

stopping on either side of the instantly recognisable Royal

Tiger leaping out of the Leyland badge.  A further blue

and silver stripe runs along the lower skirt of the coach

and notice too, the W Alexander & Sons address in

Falkirk printed in front of the nearside wheel.  The back

of the coach features the famous bluebird with the

company name in gold script beneath.  
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N SCALE
Mini - Surf Blue/Old English White
Our Classic Mini Cooper in this bright blue and off-white

colour scheme has already appeared in 1:76 scale.  

Now it joins the 1:148 line-up in exactly the same

livery, sporting a grey interior and registered

GYW 957N from 1974/75.  The external trim

is all finished in silver/chrome, right down to

the window masking, adding an even brighter

finish to the model.  A final detail sees the Mini

Minor logo across the back of the boot above

the number plate.

NEWMini - Surf Blue/
Old English White
                         SCALE      PRICE
NMN008  1:148  £4.55

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

New Routemaster - 
Go Ahead London Central
                         SCALE      PRICE
NNR002   1:148 £8.75

Plaxton Elite - Prospect Coaches
                            SCALE       PRICE
NPE006      1:148  £6.95

MGB Roadster - Tartan Red
                            SCALE       PRICE
NMGB001  1:148  £4.35
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1:43 SCALE

NEWLand Rover Series IIA SWB
Station Wagon - Pastel Green
                                       SCALE       PRICE
43LR2AS003      1:43  £16.95

Land Rover Series 1 88 inch -
Sand/Military
                              SCALE       PRICE
LAN188002  1:43  £11.95

Land Rover Series IIA SWB 
Station Wagon - Pastel Green
The third release on our Land Rover Station Wagon

appears as the short wheelbase version and is registered

NDH 789J from 1970/71.  It is decorated in pale green

with ivory masked roof; the ivory colour scheme is

repeated on the wheels which also feature a black boss.

A pale grey interior extends to seating and door panels

while the flooring is black.  Bumpers, waistband trim, 

fuel filler cap and window surrounds are trimmed in

silver.  There’s also a GB sticker on the offside rear wing,

so together with the spare wheel fixed to the bonnet, 

our model could be destined for an overseas adventure!

Land Rover SI 88" Canvas
Bronze Green (Plimsoll)
                                    SCALE       PRICE
43LAN188024  1:43  £16.95
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1:76 SCALE

ERF LV Flatbed Trailer - Scottish & Newcastle
Brewery vehicle collectors will be pleased to add this 

ERF LV (Long Vue) flatbed to your fleet with its distinctive

one-piece windscreen which was revolutionary for its

time in the early 1960s.  It comes decorated in one of the

great Northern brewery company names too.  Scottish &

Newcastle Brewers Ltd embraced the famous names of

Youngers Ales, McEwans Export as well as Newcastle 

Ales - their Newcastle Brown in particular and each of

their familiar logos is reproduced in glorious colour on

both cab doors.  Registered EFS 538C from 1965, the

bodywork of our ERF LV is painted with a cream cab 

and chassis with brown planked trailer and silver wheels.

Just add your own 1:76 scale load of crates or barrels to

complete the effect. 

NEWERF LV Flatbed Trailer -
Scottish & Newcastle
                               SCALE      PRICE
76LV005       1:76  £15.45

Pioneer Recovery Tractor -
B.O.A.C. 
                              SCALE       PRICE
76SP002      1:76  £12.95

AEC Matador Lorry - Sunters
                              SCALE       PRICE
76AEC003    1:76  £12.95
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Back to the Future II
                        SCALE       PRICE
22441W   1:24  £16.95

Back to the Future I
                        SCALE       PRICE
22443W   1:24  £16.95

Back to the Future III
                        SCALE       PRICE
22444W   1:24  £16.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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Oxford�Diecast,�PO�Box�636,�Southampton�SO14�0TJ
Tel:�02380�248850��www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR146 AR145 AR144AR147AR148AR149AR150

AR139 AR138 AR137AR140AR141AR142AR143

AR132 AR131 AR130AR133AR134AR135AR136

OR76MW7021W
1:76�-�£10.95

Weathered�Kobo�
7�Plank�Wagon�Open

NEW MODEL!
OR76MW7013W

1:76�-�£10.95
Weathered�BR�Grey�
7�Plank�Wagon�P73162

NEW MODEL!
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